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with traces of lead, bismuth, zinc, antimony, nickel, and some other elements, the error does not exceed ± 0-02 per 1,000, if the mean of three results is taken.
Parting with Sulphuric Acid.—The use of sulphuric acid of 66° B. instead of nitric acid for parting is recommended by some assayers on the ground that the losses of gold by dissolution in nitric acid are variable, while sulphuric acid does not dissolve gold. The inconveniences suffered by the use of sulphuric acid are that (1) lead and platinum are left undissolved by it; (2) violent bumping of the liquid occurs during ebullition ; and (3) sulphate of silver is not very soluble in water, and the washing is consequent!}' done with dilute sulphuric acid. However, it is stated that less silver is left nil-dissolved in the cornets than in the parting by nitric acid if the proportion of gold to silver is between 1 to 2 and 1 to 3.
Preliminary Assay,—If the composition of an alloy is quite unknown, a preliminary assay is necessary in order to determine the right quantities of silver, copper, and lead to be added. This determination may be made by the touchstone, by considerations of the colour and hardness of the alloy, or by cupelling O'l gramme of it with 0*25 gramme of silver and 2 grammes of lead, and parting the button in a flask. Simple cupellation with lead gives satisfactory results if silver is absent or insignificant in quantity ; according to Fremy this method, in which parting is dispensed with, is accurate to 3 millienies if carefully performed with proofs.
Assay of Gold by means of Cadmium.--Balling lias shown 1 that cadmium may be substituted for silver in the operation of parting. The .1 gramme of gold alloy is placed in a porcelain crucible in which a little fragment of potassium cyanide has been previously fused in order to protect the metal from the air. Cadmium is then added in the proportion of 2i to 1 of gold. If silver is present in addition, the combined weight of cadmium and silver must be 2-J times that of the gold. The whole is fused and then cooled and plunged into hot water to clean the button, which is then parted in nitric; acid (specific gravity 1*2), boiled in water for some minutes, dried and weighed. The silver, if any, can be estimated by precipitation as chloride from the acid solution, 'or, better, by titration with sulphocyanide. By this method the losses of gold and silver incidental to cupellation are entirely avoided. A similar method, employing zinc in place of cadmium, had previously been recommended by von J iiptner.j
Alloys of Gold, Silver and Copper.—These may be assayed by the method just given, the copper being estimated as difference ; or the gold may be estimated as usual, and other assay pieces cupelled with enough lead to remove all the copper. The buttons thus obtained contain .silver and gold only, and the proportion of silver is found by difference. The method of double cupellation, by which the button of silver and gold is weighed and then subjected to inquartation and parting, is less accurate than that just given, and both are inferior to cadmium parting and sulphocyanide titration.
The cupellation designed to remove the copper is made with less lead than the quantities given on p. 527. If little gold is present, half the amount of lead there given is used, with increasing proportions a,s the amount of gold present increases. The temperature of cupellation must also be lower than
L Balling, Ocatr. Zcit&ch. fur Bert/, iiml Jfttinwxn., 1879, p. 2 ^iiptner, Zritsvh. anal. Chan., 1871), p. 104.
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